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Polarised 3D Crosstalk 
An Immersive Interference  
 

Introduction 
Stereoscopic 3D cinema is globally mainstream, boasting some the highest grossing blockbusters within box 

office revenue and providing customers with a high quality, immersive experience.  

It is important to maintain standards and quickly diagnose any technical issues as they occur to ensure that 

customers are seeing 3D as it should be correctly seen, the most common technical failure with 3D projection 

is crosstalk. 

Crosstalk, also known as “ghosting” due to 

its ghost-like appearance, is when imagery 

meant for one eye intrudes to the other, 

disrupting 3D content and causing a 

double-image appearance. Although 

subjective to the individual viewer, it can 

make film content intolerable and becomes 

more pronounced during quick panning sequences, high colour contrast or in titles or subtitles. 

Although some crosstalk cannot always be fully eliminated, good installation and settings can reduce it to the 

point of being unnoticeable to audiences. The most important consideration when initially diagnosing the 

     Fig 1: Example of 3D Ghosting as seen through 3D eyewear. 
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cause of crosstalk is to approach the process logically and systematically to obtain a quick resolution, 

avoiding quality issues in future screenings.  

Standard Testing Procedure 
A standard testing procedure can usually find the cause of ghosting along with a simplistic method of 

elimination, Harkness would suggest a process as shown below: 

Scope of the problem, one auditorium or more? 

• View local 3D content and a 3D cross talk test pattern in the reported problem auditorium to gauge 

level of ghosting. 

• View the same local 3D content and the same 3D cross talk test pattern in another 3D auditorium, or 

all other 3D auditoria, where ghosting has not been reported and compare. 

• If the ghosting is the same or similar in the other auditorium it implies that the issue is a common 

fault and not restricted to the one reported auditorium. 

The above points determine whether one is looking for an individual fault or error local to one auditorium or 

whether a common fault such as content and software settings which, if duplicated, might be present on a 

wider scale. 

Screen surface 

• Obtain a pre-tested screen sample from Harkness, suggested at 1m x 2m in size, and mount on a 

frame or offer up in front of the installed screen. View local 3D content and a 3D cross talk test 

pattern, if possible position in front of an affected area e.g. subtitles. 

• If the ghosting is the same or similar on the test screen versus the installed screen then it indicates 

that the installed screen is performing correctly. 

• If the ghosting disappears or is greatly reduced then there is likely an issue with the screen. 
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Port glass 

• If possible remove the port glass, view local 3D content and a 3D cross talk test pattern. 

• If the ghosting is the same or similar then it indicates that the port glass is performing correctly. 

• If the ghosting disappears or is greatly reduced then there is likely an issue with the port glass. The 

port glass can cause reflections or certain fire retardant coatings can depolarise an image. 

3D System  

• Test using known to work 3D eyewear, proven to function correctly in another location. 

• Confirm that the 3D macro has been selected. 

• Check that the system is receiving power and that there are no error codes displayed. 

• Check all wired connections are secure and substitute with known good cable if available. 

• Confirm that the sync signal frequency is correct. For example, that the frequency in Hz is matching 

the frame rate, this is determined by how the system is flashing- single, double and so on, confirm 

the procedure with your 3D provider. 

• Confirm the 3D projector settings are correct e.g. multiplication (flashing), sync reference (between 

the server and the projector), dark time (dark time between flashed images), output delay (delay 

between the projector output command before the 3D system can change polarity between left and 

right), polarity (of left and right eye image output to match the eyewear filters). 

• Confirm that polarisation panel/s have not been physically damaged by the light source. 

• Confirm beam alignment on multi-beam systems. 

• Test with a replacement, pre-tested or new 3D unit if available. 

Confirm Brightness Levels 

• Measure the foot Lamberts being projected because excessive brightness can introduce a visible 

ghost that would not normally be present and in addition cause problems with contrast and colour. 

Most regular cinema 3D content is mastered to be played in the region of 3.5 to 4.5 foot Lamberts. 
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• If the foot Lamberts are much higher that described above test for ghosting at reduced brightness 

levels such as 3.5, 4 and 4.5 fL, is the ghosting still present? 

Review known good content 

Film content can vary in degree of ghosting and any additionally mastered subtitles can have their own 

separate degree of ghosting; always check different 3D content comparatively when diagnosing problems. 

• Compare local content to external content brought from another cinema which isn’t experiencing the 

same issues; if crosstalk is no longer present the existing content is likely the problem. 

• Compare some shallow depth animated 3D content, this type of content will typically only ghost if 

there is a true system or component fault, rather than a mastering issue. 

Harkness Screens On-Site Inspection Example 
Harkness Screens has spent significant time with exhibitors and integrators systematically investigating the 

causes of 3D cross talk as described including on-site visits and using simple, yet methodical procedures to 

determine crosstalk origination.  

For example, a Harkness technical team attended a cinema to investigate concern of crosstalk on multiple 

silver screens, on arrival it was ascertained that crosstalk had reportedly been most prominent on several 

contemporary sci-fi box office hits.  

On inspection, the screens looked to be in very good condition; gain and signal to noise ratio were measured 

using a Harkness Gain Meter and found to be within parameters. Yet, following a customer demonstration, 

the film content was still displaying ghosting, even with a known good new 1m x 2m pre-tested section of 

screen offered in front of the installed screen.  

The original ghosting film content was replaced with an alternative 3D title, where there was no visible ghosting 

on screen. With additional content performing acceptably, a further evaluation was undertaken using a known 

3D providers’ test pattern, which can allow a viewer to cover eyewear lens and determine if there is a crosstalk 

intrusion. The test pattern resulted in this instance showing no discernible crosstalk. 
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In addition to film content and test pattern demonstrations, all satisfactory tests were undertaken on the 

screens in question; this included checking the projector, 3D system and port hole glass for lack of 

polarisation and proved without a doubt that the 3D crosstalk problem in this instance was caused by film 

content itself. For this example, changing screen surface to another type or replacement of 3D systems etc 

would make no difference and that the content or its post mastering would need to be looked at further.  

An accepted concept during Harkness’ inspection, assorted content can show varying levels of crosstalk, 

often depending on depth of content and high contrast scenes striking as more problematic, with affecting 

factors such as post-production editing to include subtitles. Where film content has been eliminated as a 

concern, methodical yet simplistic checks and tests noted can more often than not illustrate crosstalk origins. 

 

For further information visit www.harkness-screens.com 

Follow us: 

@HarknessScreens / www.twitter.com/HarknessScreens 

www.facebook.com/Harkness.Screens 

www.linkedin.com/company/harkness-screens 
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